Peterbilt’s new Model 567 defines durability and quality for the vocational market. The new aluminum cab structure is stronger for long-lasting endurance and ruggedness and comes standard to meet severe-service requirements. Inside, the roomy cab offers an ergonomic and comfortable work space for drivers. On the job, the sloped hood and large, one-piece windshield provide exceptional visibility, while the tight turning radius delivers more maneuverability for congested jobsites. Peterbilt signature, pod-mounted headlamps are durable, corrosion resistant, simple to replace and less likely to cause downtime when minor damage occurs at jobsites. They feature halogen bulbs for longer bulb life and outstanding nighttime visibility. Available with a 115” or 121” BBC and as a day cab or with a selection of detachable sleeper configurations, the 567 is as versatile as it is reliable.

For more information on the Model 567, contact your local Peterbilt dealer or visit www.peterbilt.com